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REPORT No. 574
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER AN AIRFOIL SECTION WITH A FLAP AND TAR
By CAI_L J. _¥ENZINGER i
SUMMARY included from tests of a tail surface of average proper-
Pressure-distribution tests of a Clark Y airfoil with a tions with several different tabs. t
flap and an inset tab were made in the N. A. C. A. 7- Because of the rapidly increasing use of tabs, par-
by lO-foot wind tunnel. The pressures were measured ticular]y on tail surfaces where they replace the ad-
on both the upper and lower surJaces at one chord section, iustable fin and stabilizer, there is a demand for in-
Calculations were made oJ the normal-Jorce and pitching- formation that can be used for stress-analysis purposes.
moment coefficients of the airJoil section with flap and In this connection, the designer desires to know the
tab, the normal-force and hinge-moment coefficients o] the magnitude and distribution of the air forces acting on
flap section with, tab, and the normal-force and hinge- the various surfaces and the moments about the hinge
moment coefficients oJ the tab section alone. In addition, axes so that the structure, supports, and control
comparisons were made of the theoretical and experimental mechanism can be designed for maximum efficiency.
values for an airfoil with a multiply hinged flap system. The present investigation was therefore undertaken to
It was .found that peak values of the increments of re- make available information that would be of immediate
sultant pressures due to flap or to tab deflection occurred use in the foregoing design problems.
at the flap and tab hinges, respectively. Also, the varia- The tests consisted of pressure-distribution measure-
tions oJ increments o.i airJoil section normal-force and ments over one chord section of an airfoil with a flap
pitching-moment coefficients and oJflap normal-force and and a tab: From the data obtained, calculations were
made of normal-force and pitching-moment coefficientshinge-moment coefficients, due to .flap deflection with a
given tab setting, were practically independent of the tab for the airfoil section with flap and tab; both normal-
deflection. In addition, the variation of increments oJ force and hinge,moment coefficients were computed
tab normal-Jorce and hinge-moment coefficients with tab for the flap section with tab and for the tab section
deflection for a given flap setting was practically inde- alone.
pendent of flap deflection. Comparisons of the theoretical APPARATUS AND TESTS
with the experimental forces and moments for the airfoil The N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, in which
section withflap and tab show that the theory agrees fairly the tests were made, is described in reference 2. A half-
well with experiment for small flap deflections with the span Clark Y airfoil (fig. 1) that had originally been
tab neutral, but that the theory indicates much greater built for pressure-distribution tests of high-lift devices
effects than are actually obtained when the flap and tab was used. The model was altered by installing at the
are simultaneously deflected, tip a flap having a chord 30 percent of the airfoil chord
and a span 40 percent of the half-span model. An inset
INTRODUCTION tab was mounted at the trailing edge of the flap, the
A considerable number of airplanes are fitted with a tab size and location being selected as representative
small flap on one or more of the movable control sur- of the average. The tab chord was 20 percent of the
faces. Such an auxiliary flap is ordinarily referred to flap chord and its span was 50 percent of the flap span.
as a "tab" and is usually set into the trailing edge of the The gaps between the flap and the airfoil and those
control surface. When the tab is used to reduce the between the tab and the flap were sealed with plasticine
hinge moments of a control surface, it is known as a for all tests.
"balancing tab"; when used to trim the airplane in The airfoil, flap, and tab were all constructed of lam-
place of an adjustable stabilizer or fin, it is referred to inated mahogany to within _0.010 inch of the specified
as a "trimming tab." ordinates. A row of small orifices was installed in the
The chief aerodynamic characteristics of tabs are upper and lower surfaces at one chord section located at
covered in reference 1, which describes an investigation the center of the span of the flap and tab. (See fig. 1.)
of a wing with serveral arrangements of ailerons and This location was 20 percent of the semispan of the
tabs, alone and in coniunction with other types of model inboard of the rectangular tip so that satisfac-
balancing arrangements. In reference 1 data are also tory section characteristics could be obtained which
1
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would be outside the influence of the usually high local RESULTS
tip pressures. The half-span model was set up in con- The results of the investigation, in their original
junction with _ reflection plane at its inboard end, the form, consisted of pressm'e diagrams for the section as
plane extending from top to bottom of the air stream tested at different angles of attack and for different
and some distance ahead of and behind the model, tab and flap deflections. In order to facilitate the '
A multiple-tube alcohol manometer photographically interpretation and-application of these results, the
recorded tile pressures on the airfoil section, pressure diagrams are presented in the form of "incre-
Pressures were measured for flap settings of 0 °, ment" diagrams, which represent the changes iX. pres-
_%15°, and _:30 ° with the tab neutral. With the sure distribution due to changes in the significant i
flap neutral, pressures were measured for tab settings of variables. The pressure diagrams for the basic section
:t: 10°, ±20 °, and ±30 °. The pressures were then (i. e., neutral tab and flap) are also given so that the
measured for various combinations Of flap up with tab resultant diagram for any ease may be obtained by
down and of flap down with tab up. The angles of addition of the increment and the basic-section dia-
attack used in the tests (--5 °, 0°, 10°, and 15°) covered grams. The principal advantage of the increment
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FIGUBE1.--Clark Y airfoil with tab and flap arranged for pressure-distribution tests.
approximately the range h'om zero lift to maximum diagrams is that they may, by the principle of super-
lift. position, be applied to pressure diagrams for any other
Angles of attack and flap deflections were measured basic airfoil section, including the symmetrical section,
with respect to the airfoil chord; tab deflections were that does not depart too greatly from the Clark Y see-
measured with respect to the flap chord. Positive flap tion on which the tests were made. The diagrams of
or tab angles indicate a downward deflection with resultant-pressure distribution for the basic airfoil see-
respect to the airfoil or flap chord. The tests were tion are given in figure 2. The increments of resultant
made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 pounds per pressure for various tab and flap deflections are pre-
square foot, eorrespondir N to an air speed of 80 miles sented in figures 3 to 6. The figures give the results for
per ham' under standard sea-level conditions. The a low-angle-of-attack condition, a=0 °, and for a high-
average Reynolds Number was 1,220,000, based on angle-of-attack condition, c_=t5 °.
the airfoil chord of 20 inches as the characteristic The important characteristics of the section as a
length, whole and of the tab and flap, as functions of tab and
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I Flap section normal-force coefficient, -----n-z
Cn_ f[Cy
hr
• _ !_ _ Flap section hinge-moment coefficient, c_,s==qc/2
7_t '
I Tab section normal-force coefficient, c_ _--
..... _ ---!_ - Tab section hinge-moment coefficient, ch,Tqc,2
3.O ........ --_.- in which/
.... [ " t_ i - i nwistheresultantpressurefol'cenormalto the!___ airfoil chord......... ! row, the orresponding pitching moment about
........ _-_Li nr, the resultant pressure force normal to the
flap chord.
.2.0 _ ! -!--!......... h,, the corresponding moment about theflaPhinge.nt resultant pressure force n rmal to the
-P -_ _ -_-I tab chord.
q hi, the corresponding moment about the tab
° hinge.
The subscript w refers to the airfoil section with flap
/.o and tab; the subscript j to the flap section with tab;
the subscript t to the tab section alone.
'_ The integrated coefficients for the basic airfoil
section are plotted in figure 7 against angle of attack.
z_ Curves giving the increments for various tab and flap
deflections are presented in figures 8, 9, and 10.
Figures 11 and 12 are plots of theoretical parameters
o taken from reference 3 and modified so as to apply
__ directly to N. A. C. A. absolute coefficients. Com-
parisons of theoretical with experimental values of the
forces and moments for the Clark Y airfoil tested with
several different deflections of tile tab and flap are
shown in figures ] 3, 14, and 15.
-/.0 J DISCUSSION
Pressure distribution.--The effects on the distribu-
! tion Of resultant-pressure increments due to tab or flap
i deflection are shown by figures 3 and 4. Deflections
- _ of the tab or of the ftap produce peak values of the
FIG_JRE2.--Distribution of resultant pressure oii airfoil section with flap and tab pressure increments at the tab hinge or at the flap
neutral, a=0°and15°. hinge, respectively. If the tab and flap are deflected
flap deflection, are also plotted as increments. These simuItaneously (tab deflection opposite to that of flap),
increments were obtained by deducting• the basic- then peak values of the pressure increments occur at
section characteristics from those for the section with both hinge axes but the resultant pressures act in
deflected flaps, the characteristics being determined in opposite directions. (See figs. 5 and 6.)Section characteristics.--The characteristics of the
each case by integration of the original pressure basic airfoil section given in figure 7 (tab and flap
diagrams. Calculations were made of the following neutral) exhibit no unusual tendencies. For a givenquantities in which lower-case letters are used to indi-
cate section coefficients: setting of the tab, the flap and tab may be considered
as a flap unit. Then the effect of deflection of such a
%w
Airfoil section normal-force coefficient, c_--_ unit will be similar to that for an ordinary flap (e. g.,
aileron, elevator, or rudder). Increments to the basic
Airfoil section pitching-moment m. values of airfoil section normal-force and pitching-me-
coefficient, c'_j4--qc,_2 ment coefficients are given in figure 8 for various flap
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deflections with given tab settings. With the tab Lift coefficient of airfoil:
deflected it will be noted that the curves are displaced
_. dCJ , ba ba
parallel to the curve for the undeflected tab. This U_=_La d-bs/a/d-_tta_) (1)parallel nature of the curves shows that the variation f
of increments with flap deflection, considered with
respect to any given initial tab deflection, is independ- Pitching-moment coefficient:
ent of tab deflection. At 30 ° deflection of the tab, _C,_ bCm _.
however, the effectiveness of the tab appears to have Umc/4:Umo- _- _f(_.f-d--_t8 t (2) .been considerably reduced so that tab deflections of _'
20° should not be exceeded with the arrangements
tested. Hinge-moment coefficient of flap:
Increments to the basic values of flap section normal- C C 5Chs C bChs bChf
force and hinge-moment coefficients are plotted in hs= hS0+_ L+_-1_s+_-t _ (3)
figure 9 for various flap deflections with given tab
settings. The curves for the tab-deflected condition Hinge-moment coefficient of tab:
are displaced parallel to the curve for the undeflected
tab, as was the case for the airfoil section increments. C C bC_t bCht _C_,t
The variation of the flap increments with flap deflec- s_,= _,t0+_ CL+_-/_/+_ _t (4)
-x-
Omc/4 t _ - ×_ _×-- Chf --×-_ ×-----_ Oht
_.1_ I -.10 -.10
L£O ---
x/
×/
.80 / "
enw / ....
.40 I/ ./I0 ........... .40 --
/i p :-t
0 tx' T__X__ _x-o 8 /6 -°8 o -°D D 8
d, o'eqree_ _, deglr-ee_ c_, o'egr-ee_
FIGURE7.--Characteristics of the basic airfoil section. Tab and flap neutral.
tion for a given tab deflection are likewise independent a' is the angle of attack of the main portion of the
of tab deflection, airfoil measured from zero lift of the un-
Increments to the basic values of tab section normal- deformed section. (All angles are measured
force and hinge-moment coeffÉcients are given in in radians.)
figure 10 for various tab" deflections with given flap
settings. The curves for the flap-deflected condition C,£, C_,lo, and Cht0 are moment coefficients at zero
lift of the undeformed airfoil.
are also displaced approximately parallel to the curve
for the undeflected flap, over the range of tab deflec- 5a ba bC_ bC_ bChf bCht bChl _Cht
tions from --20 ° to 20 °. The curves show that the Parameters _, _t' _'-5-_t' b_' 5_'_:' _'
variation of increments with tab deflection for a given are given in figure 11.
flap deflection is practically independent of flap
deflection. 5C_s bC_ t
Comparison with theory.--Theoretical expressions Parameters -_ and _ are given in figure 12.
for the lift, pitching moment, and hinge moment for a
thin airfoil with any multiply hinged flap system have The curves given in figures 11 and 12 correspond to
been derived by Perring (reference 3). The following those given in reference 3 except that the values have
relationships apply to a thin airfoil with a flap and been calculated and the curves redrawn on the basis of
a tab, N. A. C. A. absolute coefficients being used: N.A.C.A. absolute coefficients.
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I_]_VRE 8.--Increments of airfoil section normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients for various tab and flap deflections.
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The theoretical and experimental values of airfoil air near the trailing edge of the airfoil and is therefore
section normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients unable to produce its full effect.
are compared flu figure 13. The data show that the
theory agrees fairly well with experiment for flap de- CONCLUSIONS
flections from 0 ° to± 15° with the tab neutral. Similar Based on the arrangement of airfoil section, flap,
agreement was found in comparing data from reference and tab tested, the following conclusions may be drawn:
4 which deals with tests of a 30 percent chord flap. i. Peak values of the increments of resultant pres-
Reference 5 also shows good agreement of theory with sures due to flap or to tab deflection occurred at the
experiment for small angular deflections with flaps 20 flap and tab hinges, respectively.
percent of the airfoil chord. With the tab and flap 2. The variation of increments of airfoil section
both deflected, however, the present investigation normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients and of
shows that the theory indicates considerably greater flap normal-force and hinge-moment coefficients, due to,
.20 -- _ -- %. •/©
0 ec:O ° _ %" < 0\
__ ____ _-. "'<-_%-
-20 Poz//-/ve -- A/egof/ve _ --1_.< _-=x -./0
__,._×= oo
Ac_t _ /5 ° hc_20°
t ...........................
i
o /5o \_ , . o
, <-%-. - /0
• -30 -20 -/0 0 /0 20 30 -30 -20 -/0 0 I0 20 ,90
6t,degrees dr,degrees
FIGURE 10.---Increments of tab normal-force and hinge-moment coefficients for various tab and flap deflections.
effects on the airfoil section normal-force and pitching- flap deflection with a given tab setting, was practically
moment coefficients than are actually obtained by independent of the tab deflection.
experiment. 3. The variation of increments of tab normal-force
Theoretical and experimental values of the flap and hinge-moment coefficients with tab deflection for
hinge-moment coefficients are compared in figure 14. a given flap setting was practically independent of flap
As in the case of the airfoil section coefficients, good deflection.
agreement is shown between theory and experiment 4. Comparisons of the theoretical with the experi-
when the tab is neutral. With the tab deflected in a mental forces and moments for the airfoil section with
direction opposite to that of the flap, however, only flap and tab shows that the theory agrees fairly well
one-half to two-thirds of the theoretical effect is ob- with experiment for small flap deflections with the tab
taflued. Similar effects were shown by comparisons neutral, but that the theory indicates much greater
made in reference 6. effects than are actually obtained when the flap and
Values of the theoretical and experimental hinge- tab are simultaneously deflected.
moment coefficients of the tab are compared in figure
15. This comparison shows a very poor agreement
between theory and experiment, probably because of LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
the smallCchord tab (6 percent of the airfoil chord), NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
which is operating in a somewhat turbulent region of LANGLEY FIELD, VA., December 10, 1935.
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FIGUIIE14.--Comparison of theoretical and experimental hinge-moment coefficients FIGUI_E15.--Comparison of theoretical and experimental hinge-moment coefficients
of flap with tab. Clark Y airfoil section. CL=0.3. Oftab. Clark Y airfoil section with flap and tab. CL=0.3.
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows
Axis " _ Moment about axis ' _ Angle, Velocities
• ' Force [ "
(parallel .I
• -" " ........ Linear/
"-Designation Sym- to axis) Designation Sb_o_" direction' tion bol nentalongbol symbol Positive Designa- .Sym- (coInpo- tn_'ul ar
• ,, '.1 ' axis) -
Longitudinal.__ X X Rolling ..... L Y--=--_Z Roll ........ _ u .p
Lateral ....... Y Y Pitching___. ,- M Z----*X Pitch .... 0 v q
Normal ..... _:__ Z Z Yawing ..... N X----_Y Yaw_ .... _h_ w ' r
Absolute coefficients of-moment Angle of set of control surface .(relative to neutral
L
. G_--qb-S G_ _ qc_ G -N position), _. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.)" , qbS
(rolling) (pitching) ,(yawing)
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS
p •
29, Diameter P, Power, absolute coefficient Gp_ pn-rD_T, Geometric pitch
io/./9, Pitch ratio G,, Speed-power coefficient --- 5/_-V--_
V', Inflow velocity
V,, Slipstream velocity n, Efficiency
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient Gr--- T n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s.
pn_D' 4_, =Effective helix angle= tan-' (_n)Q_ Torque, absolute coefficient ffq_
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s--550 ft-lb./sec. 1 lb. = 0.4536 kg.
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 1 kg = 2.2046 lb.
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 1 mi. = 1,609.35 m = 5,280 ft.
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h 1 m = 3.2808 ft.
L
